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You are receiving this email because you previously signed up for news and updates from me, Judy
A. Mikovits PhD, either at Plaguethebook.com or Therealdrjudy.com.

I am now on Truth Social @therealdrjudy

Hello everyone,
You may be familiar with colloidal silver, ionic silver, or nanosilver and their antibacterial. anti-fungal and
antibiotic properties, but have you heard of “MICRONIC SILVER” yet? At the recent ReAwaken America
Show in Virginia Beach, I met Jefferey Adam, the inventor of this new and worldwide-only category of unique
silver products called “Micronic Silver” (Use Coupon Code “Dr. Judy” for a 10% discount).
The difference between colloidal, ionic, and nanosilver products and this particular Micronic form is that the
Micronic Silver appears to stay outside the cell. While the first three forms of the silver interact within the
cell, micronic silver reacts with the outer surface of the organisms it encounters. In short: It works with your
immune system to kill pathogens, viruses, bacteria, and fungi upon contact by means of suffocation or
interfering with their respective oxygen metabolism, collapsing the individual single-cell organisms, rendering
them harmless so that they can be eliminated by the immune system.
Five products are available with different delivery systems: A dietary supplement for ingestion, a topic
healing spray for exterior surface applications, Micronic SIlver nasal spray, Silvizone theraputic skin
cream and their 100% ozonated Oleazone Skin Applique.
In recent years, silver has resurfaced on the alternative health market and more and more people rediscover the power of the old tried and true “miracle of nature”. As I said in last week's newsletter: It does not
matter so much who the shooter in the immune system is, it matters that we disarm them before they cause

damage. The micronic silver appears to do just that, by penetrating the surface of the invading organism
cells. Micronic silver, a “hole puncher” via electrical discharge if you will, works efficiently without any harm to
the healthy cells of the body.

It works efficiently
without any harm to the healthy cells of the body.
If you look at the many reviews of people who have successfully used the applications on Jeffery Adam’s
website you will see the wide spectrum of capabilities these products have for an affordable price.
Use Coupon Code “Dr. Judy” for a 10% discount and take advantage of nature’s superpower!
I would love to hear your testimonials if you choose to give these products a try. Feel free to send me an
email at drjudy@therealdrjudy.com. I would love to hear from you!

All the best of health,
Judy A. Mikovits, PhD
CEO, Dr. J Solution

Use discount code "Dr. Judy" for a 10% discount

Oleazone Ointment

Silvizone Skin Cream

Dietary Supplement

Nasal Spray

Topical Healing Spray

This bares repeating:
We know how to deal with AIDS today. We simply disarm the shooter and we know how to do that. Silence
any expression of infection in the body, keep the innate and adaptive immune system balanced and you will
remain healthy.
First and foremost though, we have to stop any and all shots: No more. Not a Covid Shot, not any other
vaccine on the market. Period.
Is there a way out? Yes there is:
The way out is again: Forgive yourselves, no more fear. Fear nothing but the Lord, trust there is more than
a way out. While there is breath, there is life and so turn 180 degrees, never get another shot. Don't watch
that poison on tv. Fear is the virus. And God is the solution. Love wins.
CORRECTION: In the last newsletter, we featured and linked to Plague of Corruption instead my latest
book: Ending Plague: “Drs. Ruscetti and Montagnier exquisitely detailed the culture of big government
science (Scientism?) in our heavily censored book: Ending Plague: A Scholars Obligation in an Age of
corruption.”

Get your weekly updates from the Front Line
COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) on their
highly effective treatment protocols that aim to
prevent and treat COVID-19 at all stages of the
disease.
Peer Reviewed Scientific Publications
A reminder that all my presentations are backed up
by Peer Reviewed Scientific Publications. Go to my
website for the pubs I most commonly refer to.

VIDEOS OF THE WEEK
Radical Doc Paid By Govt To Kill Kids: NIH Used
Taxpayer Money To Fund Child Murder With
Drugs
BigPharma has gone TOO far.
Judy Mikovits is one of the LAST good doctors
existing across the ENTIRE globe.
She uncovers the fact that the government
LITERALLY paid doctors to make natural medicine

These are CRIMES against humanity & we
DEMAND justice!

too expensive & unreachable for patients suffering
from COVID and replace it with DEADLY remdesivir
& morphine.

Paximune is available today! A dietary supplement
containing bovine proteins (alpha interferon) that
promotes health and modulates immunity.

The World's Greatest Covid Doctors Panel
Discussion!
Drs. Mikovits, Thorp,
Marble, and data expert John Cullen.

Ardis,

Wow! We had Brendan Witt former NHL player join
us. Patrick Wood of Technocracy came in at 2.5
hours in. Priscilla Romans of Graith Care joined us
in the second hour.
Health insurance, health advocacy, all the virus put
into the "vaccines," why the vax is deadly,
mandates, fighting mandates, jab in sports, genetic
services handing DNA over to government, bioweapons, technocracy, scientism, the global elites,
depopulation, desire to be immortal, gene code
#tsunamijudy

hacked.

DR. JUDY MIKOVITS EXPOSES THE LIE OF
MONKEYPOX
Dr. Judy Mikovits exposes the lie of Monkeypox and
the plandemic and the Plague of Corruption.
Technocracy Rising and The Real Anthony Fauci.
People in power knew these facts and hid the truth
and caused the murder of children and young
adults through these dangerous injections. They
knew that people were dying and had died in the
“trials”. Since 1986 when they changed the laws, it
no longer mattered. The only answer is to start with
a relationship with Jesus Christ.

Right Docs Of History: STRIKE BACK: STOP
THE SHOTS!
These are Immune Damaging Injections (IDI)
StoptheShots.net

DR. J SOLUTION STORE

Shop Dr. J Solution

TOP SELLING PRODUCTS

ProLean
Greens

EnerDMG

Immune
Formulation

Paximune

Shop All Books

EVEN MORE DR. JUDY VETTED RECOMMENDATIONS TO
DETOX AND LIVE A HEALTHIER LIFE!

THE HEMP MIND & BODY DIFFERENCE
We offer a unique selection of premium all-natural, CBD-infused products, made right here at our state-ofthe-art facility in the USA, promises unrefined, chemical-free, mineral-rich varieties, conveniently delivered
right to your doorstep.

Shop Hemp Mind & Body - 15% Oﬀ Code DRJ15

CBD, adaptogens, and botanical product development is our business because people and their health is
our business. Period. There is nothing more important than serving our communities, building lasting and
meaningful relationships, and being of the most value to humanity. CYTOGEN™, where science meets
nature, and your well-being is the forefront of our mission.

Shop Cytogen - 15% oﬀ with code DRJ15

Shop Cardio Miracle - 15% Discount + free shipping!

I love Pure Haven products! My David loved the shaving cream and I love their skin care &
household products. -Dr. Judy
Download the Ingredients to Avoid Guide to learn more about protecting your family from
harmful ingredients that may be in your personal care products.

JOIN our team and you too can make a positive change for the benefit of your family,
humanity, and the environment with Pure Haven toxin free products!

30% Consultant Discounts - Enroll with ID #34050

DON'T MISS DR. JUDY LIVE or ONLINE

August 12 & 13: ReAwaken America Tour Rochester, NY NEW LOCATION!!!

Watch the full tour ADVENTURE!

TRUTH TOUR ONLINE ACCESS: $49.00

Moms, Dads, Everyone Come to Arizona! I will be appearing at the
annual AutismOne Conference again this year in August. This one is
very near and dear to my heart because these are innocent children
and adults afflicted with injuries that could have been prevented had it
not been for vaccines and toxins in our food, products and
environment.
Join me for these dates, times and topics if you can make it!

Friday, Aug 19th - 2:10-3:00pm: History, Health, and Help for
Autism
Saturday, Aug 20th - 10:30-11:20am: The Environment and
ASD-Autism Spectrum Disorder

Pure Haven Consultants will be there to instruct us on getting healthy with their toxin free products!

October 6-9:
Discover the TRUTH About Covid-19 & Variants,
How to Keep Your Freedoms, Masking & Kids Health
World renowned speakers, providing the latest evidence based science, research, & protocols. Interactive
panel discussions, and LIVE Q&A speaker sessions. Depending upon your specialty/area of interest the
lecture tracks are designed to cover the latest information on subjects ranging from the latest science,
research, and approach for medical professionals, to support for individuals and parents facing a new
diagnosis.
FIVE TRACKS TO CHOOSE FROM:
Track 1: Functional/Intergrative Medical Doctors Conference
Track 2: Pediatric/Family Care Chiropractic Conference
Track 3: Autism/Neurodevelopemental Disorder Education Day
Track 4: American Health & Freedom Coalition, Private Leader Working Group (By Invitation Only)
Track 5: General Conference: American Health & Freedom Summit

MEDICAL FREEDOM RESOURCES
To answer many of your questions until I can reply to your emails, please read my books and use the links
below that my team keeps updated with a wealth of news and information on my upcoming media
appearances and past conference presentations.

The Real Dr. Judy
Plague The Book
Truth Social: @therealdrjudy
Twitter: @DrJudyAMikovits
FaceBook: Dr_J_A_M

There are many other organizations who are knowledgeable about medical freedom and vaccine injuries. I
highly recommend that you contact them for any help that you or your loved ones may need:

GoldCare Health and Wellness
FreedomMed
The HighWire
America’s Frontline Doctors
American Frontline Nurses
Take Care Telemedicine
Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC)

FAKE ENDORSEMENTS CALL TO ACTION!
There are several fake web and social media sites profiting off of decades of my scientific research by using
my name and image to sell my books and purporting my endorsement of supplements. Please go to The
Real Dr. Judy to learn more and stop the fraud and use of my God given purpose as a scientist and
educator.

Not drJudyAMikovits .com
Not Judy.mikovits .com
On Truth Social, I am NOT:
@JudyMikovitsPhd
@theJudyMikovits and I appreciate that someone created this account to link to my
websites until I finally created an account
Not on Telegram:
Dr_Judy_Mikovits
judymikovitschannel
JudyAMikovits
Dr_Mikovits
DrJudyMikovits
Real_Judy_Mikovits Judy_Mikovits

🙏

NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!
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